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About This Game

Designed and developed on the emulation facility supported by VR technology, "Extreme Skiing VR" enables the players to
experience the fun and techniques of skiing wherever they are. When we were developing the game, we conducted researches

on real ski tracks and added some events that could not be carried out in real life to provide our users with an extraordinary
experience that is both authentic and magical.

 Targeted at sports lovers, "Extreme Skiing VR" is a multi-player online sports competition game. In the game, the users need to
apply certain techniques on the track while competing with their friends on speed. The game enables the users to experience the

excitement and thrill of sports competition, while brings extraordinary and more vivid skiing experience to them.
 In the game, the players control left-right traverse with the helmit and use the two handles as ski poles gliding on the ground.
When the player skis with ski poles, his speed will be accelerated. If he doesn't ski over a period of time, his speed will slow

down until it reaches the minimum speed limit allowed. During his skiing, the player will encounter obstacles like snowmen or
tree branches. If he accidentally runs into them, his speed will be decreased. There are speed props (the stars) scattering on the
track. By collecting these props, the player could raise his speed, but at the same time the difficulty of avoiding obstacles also

increases. So the player has to make the right choice.
 In the current version of "Extreme Skiing VR", the player could play independently against AL. In later versions, we will

connect the game to the internet which will allow a maximum of 8 players to play at the same time.
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Title: Extreme Skiing VR
Genre: Adventure, Sports
Developer:
乐客游戏
Publisher:
乐客游戏
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4790M CPU @3.60GHz

Memory: 8000 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space
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extreme skiing vr

If Endwar got the BF2142 treatment, it'd make this game, Only real issue with it is that it doesn't have MP bots, but the missions
are solid. Worthy at a discount.. downloaded this to exploit a bug, didn't bother playing the game properly but i guess its good.
like it nice light game only issue is crashing randomly. The game shows a lot of promise... unfortunately it is not running very
well. Actually it is not running at all...
On ubuntu 14.04 LTS with latest nvidia drivers it is unplayable. The screen locks up the moment I move my mouse (only menu
works). I can alt-tab out and it is responding for a brief second, then locks up again. I tried different drivers, I always have all
latest updates installed.
I was told by the developer to try the game on a different pc with ubuntu installed but having in mind that this is the only game
out of many that I played I think the idea is a bit ridiculous. Ubuntu 14.04 is a distro that is somewhat in the first league as far as
it comes to Linux and from what I can see this game has a very lousy support for Linux os.
Be warned if you are a Linux user - potentialy you are about to buy a product that you will not be able to use at all.. The controls
are a bit odd when you use keyboard, i will suggest you to use a controller if you're going to buy the game.
The game itself has lot of potential, it just needs to have a better way of explaining what to do, a better UI and fix the sound,
else i enjoyed the game.

You would make me damn happy if you check out my gameplay review of the video!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-d-eH0blvc&t=355s. While the gravity of mortality and existential crisis isn't a topic that
runs well with many, this game and its purpose target a specific group of players, not because they're any "better" than others,
but because of its intention to incite thought and definition in the player's idea of purpose and life. The real success to gain from
this game isn't from experiences all the areas or player, it's to take time to ask yourself questions and have a genuine answer..
This game is really annoying. You can't pickup anything unless you have an objective to pick it up and you cant just hit escape
to exit a dialog, you have to select "cancel" from the menu and nobody has time for that. Lame.
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UI is clearly port of iOS/Android app. That makes some of the UI a little broken on PC.
That said, I'm happy to have more chances to play Terra Mystica.
I think it's worth it if you're a fan of the board game, and you want to play it more (especially if you have a friend to play with).
If you're not familiar with the game already, I don't think I'd recomment it.. amazing paints i feel like a real turk driving my
truck in them. I loved it while it worked! Steam please fix this game so i can play it until then i am truly upset that i bought this
game that i can't PLAY!!. Remember when 3D girls were this cute ?,

 Neither do i

And never forget ''no waifu no laifu''. Sweet game which i'm synthesizing the soundtrack for! The game is currently in quite
early stage of development, but it is gettin' cool as fukk with each fresh update that partly is based on feedback by the
community.

Grab this one and bob your head to some electric madness as you kill your way through hells spawn and run from Death!. It has
its share of bugs and it's not perfect but I honestly found it enjoyable. There's a lot of great potential in here and I hope the dev
continues to improve the game.. Short Version: If you want a simple game making experience without the hassle of
actually coding, buy this game.

Long Version: I'd like to start by saying this game is SO worth the money you pay. Anybody who wants some nostalgia or
even just an easy game making experience, this is perfect. Now, I have 4 hours on it so far. And in the 4 hours I can proudly say
that this is easily the most fun thing in my library. The closest thing to this game is honestly Mario Maker. This is perfect for 13
- 16 year olds. It's very amusing making a quick and funny game. Even if you use it once I guarentee that you will have a blast or
even you may want to do it again sometime.

. Early access, has a couple of funny bugs but for such an early game, this is incredibly fun! Not great for solo play i don't think
but playing with friends is definatly fun as hell!

Cheap game, fun game, give it a try! :D. Welp...this is another game that I just finished a few minuts ago. My verdict about this
game is that it's not bad....it's a pretty short RPG maker game (about 3 hours of gameplay), but there are some glitches in the
game but since it's still an Early Access game I'm not gonna complain too much.

If you want to play a quick RPG maker game, then you should add this to your library and give this a try for yourself.. It's
Dream Theater, goddammit! That should be enough reason to buy it already!
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